Phasic modulation of reticulospinal neurones during fictive locomotion and other types of spinal motor activity in lamprey.
The intracellular activity of different types of reticulospinal neurones was studied during fictive locomotion and other types of spinal motor activity in an in vitro preparation of the lamprey brainstem-spinal cord. The examined neurones included large Müller cells of the rhombencephalic and mesencephalic reticular formation, the Mauthner cell, and neurones in the posterior rhombencephalic reticular nucleus with different sizes and conduction velocities. During bouts of fictive swimming initiated spontaneously or by stimulation of the trigeminal nerve or spinal cord, the Müller cells were depolarized and fired action potentials. Bulbar Müller cells in addition showed a phasic modulation of membrane potential with excitation in phase with ipsilateral motoneurones of the rostral spinal cord. The Mauthner cell was depolarized in phase with contralateral motoneurones. Many neurones in the posterior rhombencephalic reticular nucleus showed modulation in phase with ipsilateral motoneurones during fictive swimming. Such oscillations were observed in both fast-conducting neurones, located mainly in the medial part of the nucleus, and slower conducting cells with a more lateral distribution. All examined reticulospinal neurones showed a strong coupling also with other types of spinal motor activity, such as slow alternating bursting and synchronous bilateral ventral root bursts, but the reticulospinal activity had no correlation with respiratory activity recorded from the Xth nerve. The consequences of a phasic reticulospinal activity during locomotion are discussed.